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openshift origin installation shapeblock com - learn how to install openshift origin v3 11 using ansible and terraform on a
vps provider like digitalocean adn setup a production ish openshift cluster, 10 open source commercial software for data
center - 5 ansible tower ansible tower is a enterprise level computing infrastructure management tool from redhat the main
idea of this solution was the possibility of a centralized deployment as for servers as for the different user devices, how to
install alfresco community edition on rhel centos 7 - alfresco is an open source ecm system enterprise content
management written in java which provides electronic management collaboration and business control, building network
automation solutions www ipspace net - david gee will dive deep into the foundational stuff that no one ever wants to
mention the hygiene of automation the equivalent of washing your hands before doing that big operation and disposing of
toxic items afterward you will learn a golden approach to solving automation challenges a maximum time return investment
strategy justification of stop doing the bare minimum and the, top devops tools 2017 the best devops software - due to
the intensive work devops engineers and their teams complete on a daily basis it s important to always be on the lookout for
tools to improve efficiency and productivity unfortunately there isn t enough time in the day to dig for top rated devops tools
that fit the team that s why we did the searching for you, linux tutorial software development on linux yolinux com software development and applications programmin on linux yolinux linux information portal includes informative tutorials
and links to many linux sites the yolinux portal covers topics from desktop to servers and from developers to users, cv
resume build and devops engineer don s blog - tesco bank november 2018 to date role devops engineering lead
environment aws stack with automated provisioning using cloudformation troposphere lambda ansible and jenkins working
with development and test teams to create fully automated ci cd pipelines using aws and jenkins automating and integrating
test tools jmeter accessibility and security testing tools selenium cucumber, puppet 5 cookbook fourth edition packt
books - puppet is a configuration management system that automates all your it configurations giving you control of
managing each node puppet 5 cookbook will take you through puppet s latest and most advanced features including docker
containers hiera and aws cloud orchestration, password manager for enterprise password management - password
manager pro is a secure enterprise password management software which serves as a centralized password vault to
manage shared sensitive information including privileged accounts shared accounts firecall accounts documents and digital
identities of enterprises, prince2 itil it project management training focus on - prince2 itil apm msp bcs iseb microsoft
courses from focus on training book 15 000 accredited courses in 100 locations focus the project management and it
training specialist, open source technologies for the enterprise redhat com - more than 90 of fortune global 500
companies use red hat s portfolio linux jboss middleware virtualization cloud storage mobile management, password
management software password manager - privileged password management administrative password management
password manager passtrix password password management software password generator root, security architecture red
hat customer portal - ssl tls encrypts network traffic between two systems by using a symmetric key that is exchanged
between and only known by those two systems to ensure a secure exchange of the symmetric key ssl tls uses public key
infrastructure pki a method of encryption that uses a key pair, zabbix vs nagios vs pandora fms comparative in depth zabbix vs nagios vs pandora fms an in depth comparison this post is also available in spanish zabbix vs nagios vs pandora
fms comparative we know that many corporative installations nowadays use nagios as their main monitoring system for
networks systems and applications, the ultimate devops tool chest xebialabs - micro focus cloud service automation csa
is cloud management software that automates the management of cloud based it as a service from order to provision and
retirement, news company information f5 - companies developing and deploying applications in the cloud can face
inefficient it operations scarce developer resources rising app experience expectations from users increasing security risks
and cloud migration challenges just to name a few, the future of devops predictions for 2019 database - database trends
and applications delivers news and analysis on big data data science analytics and the world of information management,
cisco nexus gx series terabit scale switches data sheet - product overview based on cisco cloud scale technology the
cisco nexus 9300 gx switches are the next generation of fixed cisco nexus 9000 series switches the platform introduces a
fully backward compatible 400g optical interface quad small form factor pluggable double density qsfp dd to transparently
migrate existing data center fabrics from 40 gbps and 100 gbps speeds to 400 gbps, the open library blog a web page for
every book - a web page for every book this is internet archive s second year participating in google summer of code but
for open library it s an exciting first, security best practices for kubernetes deployment - note some of the

recommendations in this post are no longer current current cluster hardening options are described in this documentation
editor s note today s post is by amir jerbi and michael cherny of aqua security describing security best practices for
kubernetes deployments based on data they ve collected from various use cases seen in both on premises and cloud
deployments, devops tutorial complete beginners training 5 in 1 - course ratings are calculated from individual students
ratings and a variety of other signals like age of rating and reliability to ensure that they reflect course quality fairly and
accurately, rhce sample exam for rhel 7 lisenet com linux - thanks for sharing this 13 i don t think there will be requested
to set up multiple iscsi initiators with chap auth it s a crazy configuration, cisco nexus 9300 ex and 9300 fx platform
switches data - the cisco nexus 93180yc ex switch figure 1 is a 1 rack unit 1ru switch with latency of less than 1
microsecond that supports 3 6 terabits per second tbps of bandwidth and over 2 6 billion packets per second bpps, what s
new streamsets - data collector version 3 8 0 includes the following new features and enhancements memory monitoring
with version 3 8 0 data collector memory monitoring has been removed memory monitoring was disabled by default and was
to be used only in development for troubleshooting specific issues, the tar pit of red hat overcomplexity softpanorama the tar pit of red hat overcomplexity rhel 6 and rhel 7 differences are no smaller then between suse and rhel which
essentially doubles workload of sysadmins as the need to administer extra flavor of linux unix leads to mental overflow and
loss of productivity, sshpass login to ssh server provide ssh nixcraft - your support makes a big difference i have a small
favor to ask more people are reading the nixcraft many of you block advertising which is your right and advertising revenues
are not sufficient to cover my operating costs, ursula k le guin wikipedia - ursula k le guin was born ursula kroeber in
berkeley california on october 21 1929 her father alfred louis kroeber was an anthropologist at the university of california
berkeley le guin s mother theodora kroeber had a graduate degree in psychology but turned to writing in her sixties she
developed a successful career as an author her best known work was ishi in two worlds a
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